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The Year 2022 is a year of recovery of the    

entire world in the effect of the pandemic. The           

significant decreased number of infected individuals 

and medical breakthrough in the prevention of the    

severe impact of the COVID19 is getting better. With 

this development, all of the organizations both public 

and private are preparing themselves to rise again and 

bring back    better normal conditions. 

This year the National Forensic Science      

Training Institute (NFSTI) is celebrating its 26th   

Founding Anniversary bringing optimism and             

enthusiasm to deliver courses in Crime Investigation 

and Detection Course. With this year's theme 

C.A.R.I.N.G. Strategy to Exist @ 26th is very timely as 

the public safety and  security sector of the nation is 

gradually recovering from the impact of the pandemic. 

As a specialized course, we are here to deliver the 

most responsive specialized training. To remain, we 

must SURGE and ACCELERATE more, as we owe it 

to our countrymen to create excellent graduates who 

will safeguard and preserve public safety despite the 

uncertainties through crime investigation. Imminent 

from this strategy, is the asynchronous lecture on 

Character Competency Framework presented by the 

author and PPSC President, Dr. RICARDO F. DE    

LEON, MPSA. This is only one project of the Institute in 

the pipeline but will create an impact on the community 

as well as the initial offering of the Digital Forensic   

Investigation Course participated by different private 

and public agencies. The NFSTI is one step closer to 

being the Center of Continuing Professional Training 

and Education for Crime Investigators and Forensic 

Science, thanks to the partnership we have earned 

from different  agencies. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE OFFICE OF 

THE PRESIDENT 

MESSAGE FROM THE OFFICE 

OF THE DIRECTOR 

Good Day Everyone! 

This special issue of “The     

Investigator” marks the          

Celebration of the 26th           

Anniversary Year of the         

National Forensic Science 

Training Institute (NFSTI), 

with a theme of “C.A.R.I.N.G.     

Strategy to Exist @ 26th. This 

remarkable  moment demonstrates that NFSTI was 

able to make a significant space in the community,   

established and a growing Institute for the past years, 

and hope to keep achieving new milestones and this 

made possible by the   virtue of our cherished PPSC, 

President PLTGEN RICARDO     F DE LEON (Ret), 

Ph.D.  

Recently, the NFSTI has offered the Digital Forensic 

Course (DFIC) which was multi-sectoral in nature.   

Different law   enforcement agencies have participated 

in this program in the like of PNP, BJMP, BFP,          

NBI-Digital Forensic Division, BSP-AMLAC, Philippine 

Navy, Private professionals, and the PRC itself. There 

are other agencies like MMDA, BUCOR, and  NICA 

who has sent their reservations for the next opening. 

The NFSTI is not just in-charge in the delivery of   

training but we are responsible for the character       

development of the students.  

The Malasakit Program which was kicked off late last 

year was a success. The 2 batches of community  

safety webinar which was attended by almost 2,000 

participants from the academe and professionals 

across the country is overwhelming. The NFSTI has 

conducted a webinar with Continuing Professional   

Development points given by the Board of Criminology 

– PRC. A total of 1,029 participants joined the said 

event and they are longing for more!  

The NFSTI also appreciates the trust and confidence 

given by our PPSC President for selecting this venue 

to hold the PPSA  Cadet’s Mess Hall and Dormitory. 

And I would also like to show my sincere gratitude for 

all the hard work you have done. Your drive,            

determination, and effort have been exceptional. And 

as the Director of the National Forensic  Science  

Training Institute,  

I am proud of my team’s accomplishments. Again, 

Happy 26th Founding Anniversary to us! 

 

 

PLTCOL RANDY M MALUYO, MPSA, Ph.D. 

Director 

Looking back then, when I 

walked to the four corners of 

National Forensic Science 

Training     Institute (NFSTI),  I 

dreamt that someday this place 

will be a  Center of Learnings 

that nurtures not only the skills 

but the   character of future 

crime investigators of the    

country.  

Under the 10-point agenda dubbed as                 

ACCELERATE, this dream came true. The 3-storey      

building is the concrete proof that any dream will be in   

reality when combined with passion and dedication. The 

dream, which is now realized is to fuel the aspirations of 

future public safety and security professionals to be       top

-caliber investigators. This legacy will pass on from      

generation to generation. 

 

These achievements won't stop us to dream more. 

As such, the National Forensic Science Training Institute 

(NFSTI) is surging to a different level and has been a 

game-changer in the delivery of training and education.  

 

The theme C.A.R.I.N.G. Strategy to Exist @ 26th is 

very appropriate. As a unique unit, you are here to deliver 

the most responsive specialized training. We must SURGE 

and ACCELERATE more to exist as we have the            

responsibility to our countrymen to produce quality      

graduates that will protect and preserve the public’s safety. 

 

For 2022, the C.A.R.I.N.G. Strategy will be the 

working doctrines of NFSTI. 

 

• Capable and high caliber pool of subject matter experts  

• Accessible online learning system 

• Relevant and responsive curriculum 

• Innovation, digitization, and transformation 

• New mindset 

• Global academic leadership 

 

Again, with the support of NFSTI staff and the    

guidance of our Creator, the PPSC - NFSTI is here to  

exist in building back the country stronger, resilient, and 

sustainable in public safety and security!  

 

Kudos NFSTI! 

 

Marami pong Salamat and Happy 26th Founding 

Anniversary! 

 

PLTGEN RICARDO F DE LEON, (Ret.), MPSA, Ph.D. 

President, PPSC 



C.A .R.I.N.G. @ 26th
 

The National Forensic Science Training Institute 

has celebrated its 26th Founding Anniversary with the 

theme C.A.R.I.N.G. Strategy to Exist @ 26th. The theme 

was inspired by the steadfast commitment shown by the 

Institute to its stakeholders. The theme was timely         

because the country was slowly recovering from the    

pandemic. The NFSTI will remain to deliver the most    

responsive training and education in crime  investigation 

and detection courses. For 26 years, NFSTI will continue 

to develop students' knowledge in Crime Investigation 

and Forensic Science. As a specialized course, the 

NFSTI is here to deliver the most responsive specialized 

training to the law enforcement agencies of the country. 

The Institute must SURGE and ACCELERATE more to 

exist as the NFSTI has the responsibility to our          

countrymen to produce quality graduates that will protect 

and preserve the public’s safety.  

The program was synchronously conducted via zoom and limited face-to-face set-up, to ensure enhanced    

hygiene measures and can safely remain physically together inside the Institute. In the lead of the PPSC President 

and personnel, they conducted an ocular inspection of the Philippine Public Safety Academy’s Mess Hall and         

Dormitory located within the premise of NFSTI, by making sure everything is satisfactory, to protect its stakeholders, 

as well as workers for safe operations.  

After the inspection, the program started at 10:00 

am in the morning with PBGEN RITCHIE     

MEDARDO A    POSADAS, MPSA, Ph.D. who is 

the Chief of Peace Process and Development    

Center of the Office of the Chief PNP as Guest of 

Honor and Speaker.  

The President PPSC, PLTGEN RICARDO F DE 

LEON, MPSA, Ph.D. is also present on the          

occasion with VP for Administration, PBGEN     

FERDINANDO G SEVILLA, (Ret), MPSA, VP for 

Academics DR. ROMEO S. MAGSALOS, MPSA, 

JCSUPT HILBERT M FLOR, MPSA,  Director,     

National Jail Management and Penology Training 

Institute, PLTCOL RANDY M MALUYO, MPSA, 

Ph.D., Director, NFSTI and representatives from other Constitutive Units.  

The celebration was highlighted by recognizing exceptional staff, faculty, and sectors who play part in          

extending their support towards NFSTI’s Mission and Vision. A total of 47 faculty members were given Certificate of 

Recognition, 3 Loyalty Awardees, and 10 Institutional Awards.  

And lastly, it was also the venue for the launching of the asynchronous lecture on The Character and        

Competency Framework for Law Enforcers and Public Safety Officers by Dr. Ricardo F De Leon, Author, and        

President PPSC were commenced after the awarding and recognition ceremony. 

    Happy 26th Founding Anniversary NFSTI! 

 

The PPSC President DR. RICARDO F DE LEON with the GOHS, Directors of Different CUs, Distinguished 

Guests, Awardees and NFSTI Staff headed by PLTCOL RANDY M MALUYO, MPSA, Ph.D., Director, NFSTI. 

Right: The PPSC Key Officials having lunch after the 26th Anniversary Recognition and Awarding Ceremony. Center: Guests, Awardees, CRIDEC students and NFSTI 

Staff while singing the National Anthem. Left: PLTCOL RANDY M. MALUYO, MPSA, Ph.D. welcomes GOHS, PBGEN RITCHIE MEDARDO A POSADAS, MPSA, Ph.D.  



LIST OF AWARDEES 

 
 

FACULTY AWARD 
(IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER BY SURNAME) 

1. FINSP ROGELIO L. ANG (Ret.) 

2. PBGEN EMMANUEL L. ARANAS M.D. (Ret.) 

3. F/DIR. ROGELIO F. ASIGNADO, CESO IV (Ret.) 

4. PLTCOL ARIEL L. AYUSIP (Ret.) 

5. FINSP ARAMIS ARISTHEDES A. BALDE 

6. PCPL MARK JOHN BANGLOY 

7. PSSG AIDALYN B. BARRIDO 

8. PCOL NORBERTO A. BATISLAONG (Ret.) 

9. PCOL MARC ANTHONY C. BAUN 

10. PMAJ RUBEN R. BELTRAN (Ret.) 

11. PMAJ ATTY. CHESTER NOEL R. BORLONGAN 

12. PLTCOL FELINO A. BRAGADO (Ret.) 

13. PMAJ JONA A. CUEVAS 

14. PCOL REYNALDO DE GUZMAN (Ret.) 

15. MR. EDMUND DEL ROSARIO 

16. PCPT PATRICK DELA CRUZ 

17. PROSEC. MAGNO M. DELOS SANTOS 

18. FRANCIS JUDE C. GANZON, DPA, Ph.D. 

19. PSSG DANILO C. GARCIA JR. 

20. DR. NORA O. GAVANES 

21. ATTY. JUVI H. GAYATAO 

22. PMAJ JOSEPH GONZALES 

23. DR. LUIS D. GONZALES 

24. MR. ROMMEL S. LAURETA 

25. PCPT ALJO M. LIRAY, Ph.D. 

26. PCMS DUSTIN NOEL G. LUMBAS 

27. SR. MARLYN D. MAMBUSAO, OFHS 

28. PSMS EMAN M. MANTALA, Ph.D. 

29. ASEC. MARIA BELEN ANGELITA V. MATIBAG 

30. PLTCOL ELIZALDY O. MATULAC 

31. PLTCOL ELIZALDE E. ODI, LLB, Ph.D. 

32. DR. ROSARIO STEPHANIE F. ORNUM 

33. DR. IDABEL B. PAGULAYAN 

34. SENSEI. DARWIN PASCUA 

35. SENSEI. NEIL QUINATADCAN 

36. PCPT RALPH KESTER RAGAZA 

37. MR. HERNAN G. REGINIO 

38. ATTY. IVY M. RIOFLORIDO 

39. VERGEL O. SANTIAGO 

40. ATTY. MANUEL SE SATUITO 

41. PCOL LIGAYA L. SIM (Ret.), Ph.D. 

42. PLTCOL JOFFREY M. TODEÑO 

43. DR. MARLON P. TUIZA 

44. PLTCOL EDGARDO S. VALLADOLID (Ret.) 

45. HON. JUDGE MARIESTHER B. VEDAÑA  

46. DR. JEZREEL B. VICENTE 

47. MR. ERNESTO C. VIDAL, LLB, MPSA 

LOYALTY AWARD 
 
 

VERGEL O. SANTIAGO  5 YEARS 
JANICE A. GADUENA  5 YEARS 
ALEX L. BARROZO          10 YEARS 

 
 
 

INSTITUTIONAL AWARD 
 
 

PNP PRO CALABARZON 
REGIONAL FORENSIC UNIT CALABARZON 

PNP FORENSIC GROUP CAMP CRAME 
REGIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CALABARZON 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH CENTER FOR HEALTH DEVELOPMENT - CALABARZON 
NATIONAL JAIL MANAGEMENT AND PENOLOGY TRAINING INSTITUTE (NJMPTI) 

DIRECTORATE FOR HUMAN RESOURCE AND DOCTRINE DEVELOPMENT 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICE OF THE PHILIPPINES 

PROFESSIONAL CRIMINOLOGISTS ASSOCIATION OF THE PHILIPPINES 
PROFESSIONAL CRIMINOLOGISTS ASSOCIATION OF THE PHILIPPINES 

PROFESSIONAL REGULATION COMMISSION - BOARD OF CRIMINOLOGY 



Celebrating the Achievements of NFSTI under the Leadership  

One of the known strengths of the National        
Forensic Science  Training Institute (NFSTI) is  
being always the cutting edge offering             
specialized courses in crime investigation aided 
by Forensic Science. As the Institute always 
wants to lead the future and is curious as to 
what’s next. It is vital to analyze what work still 
has to be done and what has already been 
achieved. This narrative will showcase the      
evolution of the Institute under the guidance of 
our PPSC President, PLTGEN RICARDO F DE 
LEON (Ret), MPSA, Ph.D. from the time he was 
appointed. The past 6 years of a relevant and 
significant milestone of NFSTI were deeply root-
ed in the 10-point agenda, ACCELERATE, of 
President De Leon., where vision is getting   
clearer and desire to be the  Center of Digital   
Forensic Training and Education as well as The 

Center of Continuing Professional Training and Education in Crime Investigation and  Forensic Science of 
NFSTI are getting stronger.  

In 2015, the first year of implementation, the 10-point agenda is translated into actionable strategic goals to 

set out plans and various objectives. Honestly, the first step is always the hardest, there was a lot of      

alignment and planning that needs to be carefully laid out to identify possible challenges and secure either 

long or short-term solutions.  

Until 2018, when the entire community was 

in awe by the inauguration of the 3-storey 

NFSTI building at Camp Vicente Lim,       

Calamba City. In the same year, the NFSTI 

staff underwent a thorough preparation and 

received guidance from the external audits in 

the request for the ISO 9001:2015           

Certification. NFSTI challenged itself with the 

decision to set out on a journey from its     

accustomed system to the real Quality     

Management System (QMS). Expressing its 

strong will for  continuous learning and       

improvement. It made process owners gain a 

habit of providing quality service to both     

internal and external  stakeholders.  

In this age of information, The NFSTI has    secured its official email address with the  domain name 

@nfsti.gov.ph, securing the branding and image of the institute to  increase its global presence that  

strengthened collaborations and  accreditations among local and international agencies. Giving new        

opportunities and a wide range of sectors to remain competitive and linked to digital society as well as the 

development of digital public services.  

The enthusiasm of the Institute paves way for rebranding its flagship course program, a display of the       

eagerness of the Institute for continuous learning and development. This strategy opens up opportunities 

to expand its technical expertise outside of its major function and explore other career growth                  

opportunities. Expanding and partnering with local and international agencies offering investigative courses 

that will benefit its stakeholders, in the hope of producing top-caliber police investigators.  

The 3-Storey NFSTI Building which envisions to be The Center of Digital Forensic Training and 

Education as well as to be the Center of Continuing Professional Training and Education in Crime 

Investigation and Forensic Science  

Students performing their practical exercises while others are observing online. 



In the years 2020 and 2021, COVID-19     

created the largest disruption of education 

systems in history,  affecting nearly 1.6  billion 

learners in more than 190 countries and all 

continents including the Philippines, closure 

of schools and other learning spaces have 

impacted this generation. On the other hand, 

this crisis has stimulated innovation within the 

education sector. National Forensic Science 

Training Institute (NFSTI) has seen innovative 

approaches in support of education and   

training continuity. The creation of virtual 

classrooms was refined and these changes have also highlighted the promising future of learning. NFSTI 

utilizes Google classroom and Meet and a point-to-point 100mbps speed has been laid out making the 

Institute able to impend the accelerated changes in modes of delivering quality education and building 

resilient education systems.  

Moreover, the massive efforts made in a short time to respond to adversity to the shock of the education 

system remind NFSTI that change is possible. In the same year, NFSTI strengthened its linkages to 

SUCs, public and private sector, experts in forensic and crime investigation assisting law enforcement 

and enhancing homeland security which will provide the investigators more information and knowledge to 

recognize and seize opportunities that would not otherwise be possible. The Institute also sought the 

partnership between Professional Criminologists Association of 

the Philippines (PCAP) and PCB-PRC for CRIM CPD Points 

and CHED for Course Accreditation to tie up with courses      

offered which our law  enforcers can use the earned CPD 

points for their career progression and renewing licenses for 

free. In the last quarter of this year, NFSTI opened its pioneer 

class for Digital Forensic Investigation Course (DFIC) which 

has participants in different sectors. This proves that the       

community recognizes the entity’s relevance and the value of 

being with a premiere Institute that will provide them with the 

finest education with regards to crime investigation and forensic 

science.  

This 2022, NFSTI was also able to see early glimpses of        

latitude opportunities take shape across. While considering all 

things, NFSTI intends to convert selected subjects into        

asynchronous modality where students learn on their schedule, 

within a certain timeframe. Students can access and complete 

lectures, readings, and other learning materials at their own 

time and pace. Last March 23, 2022, as NFSTI celebrated its 

26th    Founding  Anniversary, it is also the venue for the launching of the asynchronous lecture “The 

Character and Competency Framework for Law Enforcers and Public Safety Officers” by Dr. Ricardo F 

De Leon, Author and  President PPSC.  

Expect that National Forensic Science Training Institute (NFSTI) will continue to design and build courses 
responsibly while ensuring safety and homeland security are at the forefront. 

of PLTGEN RICARDO F DE LEON (Ret), MPSA, Ph.D. 

The welcome interphase of NFSTI Website.. 

Behind the scene shot of the asynchronous lecture “The Character 

and Competency Framework for Law Enforcers and Public Safety 

Officers” by Dr. Ricardo F De Leon, Author and President PPSC. 



 
The National Forensic Science Training Institute (NFSTI) is the 

sixth Constitutive Unit of the Philippine Public Safety College 

(PPSC). It is mandated to facilitate the professionalization of 

the police, law enforcement, and public safety services of the     

country while further strengthening and enhancing the          

capability of investigation units ensuring more effective and 

credible delivery of criminal investigation justice for the Criminal 

Justice System.  

With the ongoing trend in modern delivery of training and       

education, NFSTI is preparing itself to adopt the new way of 

learning modalities thru the use of technology. In response to 

significant demand, NFSTI asynchronous learning allows      

students to learn on their own schedule, within a certain timeframe. Asynchronous learning may also encompass a wide variety of          

instructional interactions, including email exchanges between teachers, online discussion boards, and course-management systems that 

organize instructional materials and correspondence, among many other possible variations.  

A huge advantage of online learning is that it is inherently easy to scale. The use of educational technology tools can begin to  convert  

selected subjects to asynchronous modalities. Once created asynchronous learning you can push it out to as many people as you want 

and there are no scheduling challenges, geographic 

barriers, or device restrictions. These online programs 

will support the PPSC mission of serving another sector 

of society that’s in charge of public safety and security.  

Primarily, the program will focus on the conversion of 

selected subjects that NFSTI believes will offer more  

flexibility and can be easily scaled. Allowing learners to 

study at their own pace makes dealing with busy     

schedules easier. It also supports different learning 

styles, not only can you accommodate whether learners 

are audial but also the visual type of learners. Once 

NFSTI has created asynchronous learning content,    

students can use it many times as necessary without  

additional work and often more cost-effective than          

classroom learning. Students can use this opportunity 

not only for  professional learning but also for career  progression as it has an equivalent CPD point for   renewing licenses for criminology 

and  other allied courses for free. 

As a specialized training institution, the National Forensic Science Training Institute will conduct the development of the asynchronous   

modality including email, discussion boards, e-lists, and streaming audio or video. 

Asynchronous pedagogy includes asking the students to read or watch            

assignments and contents in their own timeframe at their own speed. Students 

also are asked to write their thinking about the course or as a response to written 

papers tend to happen asynchronously, requiring professors to construct cogent 

text and requiring  students to read with care to understand the message.  

This learning modality allows learners time to pause and review virtual materials 

until they fully grasp key concepts and will be  helpful with highly technical       

subjects or core fundamentals. It’s also an excellent option for deeper learning 

and exploration of concepts for both the students and the professors. The         

National Forensic Science Training Institute will be one step closer to achieving 

its vision through this new learning modality.  

Let us learn Anytime, Anywhere! 

The final frame of DR. RICARDO F. DE LEON, Author and President PPSC to his asynchronous learning 

materials on “The Character and Competency Framework for Law Enforcers and Public Safety Officers”. 

Behind the scene actions of PLTCOL RANDY M MALUYO, MPSA, 

Ph.D., Director, NFSTI. 



 

NFSTI CONDUCTED THE WEBINAR ON BODY-WORN CAMERAS:   
ADJUSTING TO THE NEW NORMAL 

 

After years of public controversy over alleged human rights 
violations in the  government's escalated war on illegal 
drugs, the country's law enforcement finally accepts the use 
of body-worn cameras (BWCs). To recollect, the body count 
has subsequently risen following President Rodrigo    
Duterte's heated term-starter  declarations to combat illegal 
drugs in the Philippines. We're now in the final year of his 
presidency, and the Philippine National Police (PNP) has 
finally received the  Supreme Court's police rules on BWC 
use. 
 
Considering the accountability for using BWCs, Philippine 
Public  Safety College (PPSC) perceived the importance of 
strengthening  protocols and policies to help you better     
understand the limitations and the overview of laws        

governing consent, evidence, privacy, and public disclosure. National Forensic Science Training Institute 
(NFSTI) supports this endeavor which leads thru   webinars.  
 
The National Forensic Science Training Institute 
conducted a webinar entitled BODY-WORN    
CAMERAS: ADJUSTING TO THE NEW       
NORMAL last March 8, 2022, with guest lecturer, 
Prosecutor Benjamin R Samson, M.B.A Deputy 
City Prosecutor in the Office of the City                   
Prosecutor-San Pedro City, National Prosecution 
Service. The primary objectives of the   Webinar 
are to strengthen the competency of law           
enforcers specifically the PNP through increasing 
knowledge on the topic, enhancing knowledge, 
identifying relevant terms, concepts, and            
principles, defining important terms, concepts, 
and principles, distinguishing relevant terms, 
specified and discussed laws related to digital 
evidence. The outline, preliminaries, concepts, and terms on  warrants and rules on Body-Worn Cameras were      
presented. 

 
Prosecutor Benjamin R Samson discussed kinds of 

laws, constitutional rights, criminal cases, concepts, 

and   principles in relation to the filing of cases, reasons 

for the issuance of body-worn cameras, the legal         

framework on BWC, concepts, and terms on warrants, 

warrant of arrest/warrantless arrest, search warrant 

(rule 126, secs. 4 and 5), rules on body-worn cameras,     

Prosecutor Benjamin R Samson said that “Body-Worn 

Cameras will not only satisfy the requirement of          

transparency in police  operations but, more important-

ly, capture real-life actions for their evidentiary value in   

investigation and prosecution.” Supported by this       

webinar, the attendees can use this opportunity not only 

for professional learnings but also for career             

progression as it has equivalent CPD points which can 

be used for renewing licenses for  criminology.  

 

A total of 1,000+ participants attended the webinar which          

included CRIDEC students, faculty, staff, and other professional 

registered criminologists.   

Prosecutor Benjamin R Samson, M.B.A Deputy City Prosecutor in the Office of the City 

Prosecutor-San Pedro City, National Prosecution  Service is the Resource Speaker of 

the webinar. 

Screen shot of the participants during the question and answer portion of the webinar. 



 

 

 

Sa amin pong kagalang-galang na Director, Police Lieutenant Colonel RANDY M MALUYO Sir, mga 

mag-aaral ng NFSTI, at sa lahat po ng staff team NFSTI, magandang umaga po sa ating lahat. 

 
Ngayong buwan na ito, ipinagdiriwang natin ang International Women’s Month. Hayaan ninyo akong 

batiin ng masayang buwan ng mga kakababaihan ang lahat ng naririto. 

 
Narito po ako sa inyong harapan para magbahagi ng kaunting trivia ng buhay ko. 

 
Ako po si Rosario Estonilo, empleyado ng NFSTI bilang isang utility. Sa 

loob ng walong (8) taon, ako po ay nakapag-taguyod ng siyam (9) na 

apo mula po sa kanilang pag-kabata, hanggang sa kasalukuyan. Sa 

awa ng ating Panginoon, sila ay nasa maganda at maayos na buhay. 

Siyempre sa tulong na rin ng mga taong nasa paligid ko, isa na po ang 

team NFSTI. Kung di sa kanila, wala ako ngayon sa inyong harapan na 

mag-sasabi at magmamalaki na napag-aaral ko at sumusuporta sa 

aking mga apo. 

 

 
Marami akong mga pagsubok na pinag daanan kasama ang aking pamilya. Nariyan ang iwash-out 

kami sa Brgy. Parian, as in walang-wala kami. Parang dinaig pa namin ang nagsisimula pa lang dahil lahat ng 

pinundar at na-ipon kong gamit, lahat ng iyon ay tinangay ng baha dahil sa bagyo. 

 
At that time halos maiyak ako, parang gusto ko ng sumuko. Naisip ko, hindi pa pala ako dapat        

mag-patalo ngayon. Maswerte pa kami dahil kami ay kumpleto, at walang masamang nangyari. Mawala man 

ang lahat ng bagay, wag lang ang aking pamilya. Nagsimula ulit kami sa umpisa. Pero ang hindi ko 

inaasahan ay ang tulong ng team NFSTI at ng gobyerno na ibinigay sa akin at sa aking pamilya. Binigyan nila 

ako ng pag-asa. Nag-bigay sila ng pagkain, gamot, damit, financial, at nagkaroon ng unti-unting gamit sa       

bahay. 

 
Akala ko okay na ang lahat. Hindi pa pala.. “April 2, 2018”, hindi ko inaasahan sa araw na iyon, araw 

na kung saan binawi na ng Panginoon ang aking apo na si Duko. Si Duko na naging bahagi din sa lugar ng 

NFSTI. Siya ay nag-pasaya, at naging aliwan ng mga empleyado dito.  

 

Sa panahong iyon, hindi ko alam kung kanino ako lalapit para humingi ng tulong para sa apo ko, 

mabigyan man lang sana ng maayos na burol. At that time, nakita at nadama ko ulit ang presensiya ng buong 

staff ng team NFSTI. At muli hindi sila nag-dalawang isip na tulungan ako. 

 
Sa dami ng pinagdaanan kong pagsubok at sa darating pang pagsubok sa aking buhay, isa lang ang 

masasabi ko, “lumaban at wag susuko!” Kumuha tayo ng lakas sa mga taong nasa paligid mo na walang 

sawang tumutulong ng walang kapalit at sa gabay ng ating Panginoon, malalagpasan din ang lahat ng         

pagsubok sa buhay. 

 
Bilang isang babae, kaya ko ang lahat, daig ko pa ang isang lalaki sa pagiging matibay at matatag    

para sa aking pamilya at para sa aking mahal sa buhay. Kaya nagpapasalamat ako sa lahat ng taong nasa 

paligid ko at sa staff ng NFSTI. Happy, happy International Women’s Month sa TULAD KONG BABAENG 

PALABAN! 
 
Maraming Salamat Po!!! At Isang Mapagpalang Araw sa Ating Lahat!.. 

Ang  Ate   ng NFSTI 
(Excerpt from her Speech as Resource Speaker during the 68th NFSTI Virtual Flag Raising Ceremony)  ROSARIO “Ate ROSE” R. ESTONILO 

NFSTI Staff 



MEET YOUR VISIONARY PRESIDENT 

                               MEET YOUR MAY MALASAKIT DIRECTOR 

“The pessimist complains about the wind. The optimist  expects it to change. The leader adjusts 
the sails.”  – John Maxwell 

Looking back on his childhood days, it is good to note that he graduated with flying colors during his early 
years. He has been reared by his family to become a determined person to aim always for excellence and 
most especially imbued with spiritual and moral values as his legacy from his parents. Indeed he is a "Big 
Dreamer" who dreams of a star and without that, he would not be at the helm of PLTCOL. PLTCOL RANDY 
M MALUYO, Ph.D. entered the Philippine National Police (PNP) Service in 1997. He was then the Batallion 
Commander of PSBRC Class MATATAG 1997 as he manifested strong leadership skills through knowledge 
and professionalism as his goal, a graduate of Military Science 42 in 1995 (Advance UMROTC). He became a 
commissioned officer in the PNP through lateral entry (Line Officer) in the year 2003. PLTCOL MALUYO was 
a former Chief of the District Police Intelligence Unit of the Manila Police District. He served as an Officer-in
-Charge of Regional Learning Doctrine and Development in NCRPO before his assignment as Regional    
Training Director of Regional Police 5. As Training Director of RTC5, PLTCOL RANDY M MALUYO, Ph.D. is the 
brainchild of KASUROG CARE Program that was inspired by the KASUROG COPS. The KASUROG COPS       

Program was initiated by then Police Regional office 5, Director, PLTGEN RICARDO F DE LEON (Ret), MPSA. Ph.D. has created inspiration 
for the men and women of the  Philippine National Police and various sectors in the Region. Over the past years, it has continued        
reaching out to the community and creating an impact to elevate the lives of its beneficiaries as well as to build rapport with the       
community.  To continue the legacy, former Regional Training Director 5 and now the Director 
of National Forensic Science Training  Institute (NFSTI), added new flavor to the program and 
was transformed to KASUROG CARE. The inspiration has made PLTCOL RANDY M MALUYO, 
Ph.D. to bring the principles and ideals of the KASUROG CARE program.     Guided by principles 
and objectives of KASUROG COPS, the National Forensic Science Training Institute (NFSTI) has 
adapted the MALASAKIT COMMUNITY SAFETY  PROGRAM. The  program has three major 
stakeholders, those from the academe, local government units, and individual interested in 
public safety and security training and Education. The objectives are anchored and in support 
of the Philippine government Ambisyon Natin 2040 which achieves a sustainable, peaceful, and 
secure community for the progressive Philippines. Just recently, PLTCOL RANDY M MALUYO, 
Ph.D. has received an Outstanding Criminologist Award for 2021 given by the Professional 
Criminologist Association of the Philippines (PCAP). PLTCOL RANDY M MALUYO, Ph.D. is a    
Registered Criminologist, Master in  Management, Bachelor of Laws, Doctor in Philosophy    
major in Development Administration and  Philippine Public Safety Collage scholar in  Master in 
Public Safety Administration and has awarded the PPSC’s Jose Rizal award for Excellence,       
Lapu-Lapu Award for Leadership and Best Policy Paper.  As a result, there's a good reason to 
proclaim from the rooftops of the world that our beloved country has created one like    
PLTCOL RANDY M MALUYO, MPSA, Ph.D.  who stands as one of the strong pillars of           
nationalism, patriotism, and love of fellowmen – an ideal of our Filipino heroes.  

“Dreamers dream about things being different. Visionaries envision themselves  making a  difference.”  ~ Andy Stanley 
 

PLTGEN RICARDO F DE LEON (Ret), MPSA, Ph.D. is a visionary and an                  
action-oriented individual. When he    retired from the uniformed service, he took the 
road rarely traveled by a man from the military and joined the        academe. 
 
He held key positions in the Philippine National Police,   including  Provincial Director 
of Davao Oriental, Cavite, and Negros Oriental; District Director of the QCPD; Regional 
Director of NCR, PRO 6, and PRO 5; Director of DPL, DPCR, and DO;  Executive     
Director of the PCTC; Commander of the PNP Anti-Illegal Drug Special Operations 
Task Force; and Deputy Chief, PNP for Operations. 
 

He was named President of Mindanao State University shortly after, and  eventually 
served as Executive Vice President of Centro Escolar University from 2008 until 2014.  

Under the Duterte Administration, he has been extended as the 10 th President 
of the Philippine Public Safety College. Armed with his commitment to innovate and        
provide  breakthrough programs, he elevated the quality and standards of public safety 
education in the country. 

 
The PPSC Legacy Plan: ACCELERATE 2020-2030, which describes the College's ten-point strategic goals, is  helping to 

accomplish his vision for a better PPSC, which includes its four (4) Constituent Units (CUs). PPSC was able to offer        
broad-based programs and develop learning platforms for public safety and security professionals who can help us achieve 
our  national goal of strong, comfortable, and secure communities through ACCELERATE.  

He possesses a Masters in Business Administration and a Doctor of  Philosophy  degree from the  Pamantasan ng    
Lungsod ng Maynila and Bicol University, respectively. He graduated from PMA "Matatag" Class of 1971. 




